LUMINATE
Case study:

A comprehensive wellbeing
programme

At the start of 2019 we began a wellbeing programme for the employees of
Cornerstone

, the UK’s leading mobile infrastructure services company.

THE BRIEF
Following its success, Cornerstone and Luminate are working together to continue the
progamme for a second year.
The reason? Cornerstone wanted to continue building on the work they had done in employee
wellbeing by further developing the tools acquired by their colleagues and managers.
They were keen to run a series of workshops that tied in with some of the public wellbeing
campaigns running through 2020, as well as linking in with their benefits scheme and related
employee perks. Cornerstone has shown an outstanding commitment to employee wellbeing
over the last two years, an objective set to continue for the foreseeable future.

43

90%

86%

sessions delivered over two
years

of managers voted the mental
health training as excellent or
very good

of attendees said they will make
positive changes to their lifestyle
as a result of attending a session

Luminate has been a great partner to work with in developing Cornerstone’s wellbeing
programme. They really understand our commitment to giving our colleagues and
managers tools and techniques to manage their mental health. None more so than
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The feedback that we’ve had has been great, and I know
many people, including myself, have benefited. We have been hugely impressed with
Luminate’s ability to adapt their model to an online environment and to create tailored
content to meet our needs.

- Ginette Kilroy, People Director, Cornerstone

THE PROGRAMME
2019
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
TRAINING FOR MANAGERS

16 x WELLBEING WORKSHOPS
We delivered a range of

WORLD SUICIDE PREVENTION
DAY CAMPAIGN

Training to help managers

interactive 90-minute wellbeing

We delivered a suicide

support colleagues and deal with

workshops covering areas such

awareness seminar as part of

mental health more effectively at

as building resilience, boosting

World Suicide Prevention Day

work

happiness, and managing stress

which was open to all colleagues

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID
TRAINING

18 x WELLBEING WORKSHOPS
A range of wellbeing workshops

ON-SITE PHYSIOTHERAPY
CLINIC

Accredited training to qualify

covering areas such as sleep,

An on-site physio clinic offering

some colleagues to become

boosting energy levels and

30-minute appointments to treat

Mental Health First Aiders and

building confidence, delivered

any muscular injuries or issues

to boost the knowledge of all

virtually whilst colleagues are

managers in the company

working from home

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
WORKSHOPS

WELLBEING PERKS

90-minute interactive workshops

wellbeing workshops such

to help managers understand

as healthy snack packs,

unconscious bias and learn how

aromatherapy candles and

to create an inclusive workplace

subscriptions to the meditation

2020

Perks to go along side the

app Headspace

Adapting the programme for virtual delivery
By the time Covid-19 was declared an international pandemic and the UK went into lockdown, all of
Cornerstone’s employees had already transitioned to working from home. During this challenging
time, Cornerstone was intent on continuing to invest in the wellbeing of their employees, so we
adapted the programme to be delivered virtually through webinars and online working. We also
developed an exclusive webinar based on looking after your wellbeing while working from home,
made available to all Cornerstone employees.

FEEDBACK FROM ATTENDEES
“Really useful. Short, sharp and thought-provoking.”
“Great session, really great takeaways. Will definitely look to
implement some changes.”
“Very good and great takeaways, life lessons and learnings for
the future.”
”Excellent. Really helpful and very timely for my current
situation.”
“Very informative, well presented and knowledgeable
presenter.”
“Very worthwhile – lot’s to think about. Handbook is useful.”
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